Embedding GDPR into your culture
Training for your business

Training provides evidence of embedding
GDPR into your businesses’ culture
How ready do you feel for the deadline of 25th May 2018? Why does that date matter? Because from
then, UK businesses (and any holding personal data of EU citizens) will need to comply with the new
EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
Most tracking studies are suggesting as many as a third of UK businesses do not expect to be
compliant by then. Worse still, over a fifth are still unclear as to the actions they plan to take. With
potential fines of up to 4% of your annual gross turnover, or 20 million Euros, there are severe potential
financial penalties for non-compliance.
To help our clients mitigate these risks, and understand where they need to make changes, Laughlin
Consultancy has developed a training course. Our content is based on expertise over 20 years of
managing customer data, combined with input from professional bodies and leading legal firms.
The pragmatism and breadth of our content has been praised, both when speaking at public events
and when writing for GDPR expert panels & blogs. Delegates say it provides the clarity for them to take
action now.

Our training is trusted by industry leaders
All training is delivered by Paul Laughlin, who has over 25 years’ relevant experience and consistently
achieves average feedback ratings of ‘excellent’. Satisfied customers of Laughlin Consultancy
training include these leading brands:
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EMBEDDING GDPR

Let Laughlin Consultancy help you bring GDPR to life
Whilst many firms are rushing to re-permission their customers, or
find the right wording to communicate a ‘legitimate business
interest’ basis, there is more to consider. GDPR is principle
based regulation. In the UK, our supervising authority will
be the Information Commissioners Office (ICO). It is clear
the ICO is outcome focussed, requiring evidence of fair
outcomes for individuals & protection of their rights.
To provide that evidence and ensure consistent
practice, requires embedding the spirit of GDPR into
the culture of your business. Empowering all your
staff to make the right decisions. Our “Overview of
GDPR” training enables you to do just that. Giving you
evidence of cultural embedding for your regulator &
enabling faster identification of issues.

On our training, learn the
implications for your work, of:
• Broader definition of Personal Data & Pseudonymisation
• Legal Bases for Data Controllers (including Consent & Legitimate Interest)
• Right to Object (to Marketing or ‘Profiling’)
• Right to be Forgotten (erasure of personal data)
• Right to Data Portability
• Data Quality Responsibility (Article 5)
• Faster & More Subject Access Requests
• Privacy by Design & Data Protection Impact Assessments
• Record Keeping & Data Protection Officers
• Contracts, transferring data out of EEA & Data Processor liability
• Data Breaches (and notification in 72 hours)

Take practical steps towards GDPR compliance.
Let Laughlin Consultancy educate your business.
To talk further, or arrange a meeting to understand your needs, contact us.
LAUGHLINCONSULTANCY.COM
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“Paul quickly tailored a day of knowledge delivery and
exercises that was exactly what I was looking for. Paul
was engaging and personable, clearly demonstrating his
experience and knowledge. The session was interactive
throughout, with good use of visuals, supporting
materials and regular breakouts for exercises. Paul was
diligent in following-up afterwards, with the course
materials, a reminder of the action commitments we had
all made, and ensuring the learning had been embedded.”
Simon Daniels, Head of Marketing, Hanson Wade

“Well delivered by Paul and well received by those who
attended and I still call upon the material some 12
months later.”
Graham Davis, Senior Insight Manager, Ageas

“The course highlighted the softer skills required to be a
successful Insight professional, but set in the realities
and challenges faced by those who work with data and
analysis on a daily basis. The course had a nice balance
of theory and practical activity, to bring this to life. All in
all it was a really valuable and useful course.”
James Dunlop, Sun Life
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